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ABSTRACT

(DistributIon Limitation Statement No. 2)

This study devises a means of reducing the maximum pressure at the counterweight
muzzle of a Davis Gun without reducing the muzzle velocity of the primary
projectile. A new coumterweight is designed, with constant area ducts placed
longitudinally through the counterweight. A proper combination of duct lengths,
duct cross-sectional area, frictional resistance, and the number of ducts,
allows the right mass of propelling gas to flow through the counterweight, so
that the pressure of the gas fore and aft of the counterweight never reaches
the maximum allowable pressure at: the muzzle, even wben additional propellant
is placed iv the chamber to Keep the primary projectile velocity constant.
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I NT R() DIU CT ION

1. HISTORY

I'he United SLates Air Force is in the midst of a prog.-am to develop a

r:ecoi. lless lcuncher system based on Davis Gun p*-Ltci p1es. The Davis Gun is a

recoilless system consisting of a smooth-bore tube with a c"-.,'ustion chamoer

midway in the length of the tube.* A propellant cartridge fired in this

chamber provides the energy required to Jaurcl, two projectiles of equal weight.

These projectiles are placed in the tube, one on each side of thE c.•bustion

chamber. When the propellant cartridge iP ignited in the chamber, the result-

ant gases propel the projectiles in o.";ite dtrections down the tube. This

creates the necessary time rate of change of momentum balance to produce the

recoilless effect (figure 1).

The Davis Gun theory is not limited to projectiles of equal- weights. If

the weights are unequal, the velocities change to maintain the balance. In

the Davis Gun considered in this study, one projetile is referred Lo .ýs the

counterweight, the other projectile Is referred to as the pri:Lary •<roJectik.

The weight ratio of primary projectile to counterweight is 1:3. To allow both

masses to exit the tube muzzles at the same time, the stroke of the L.o,)r-

weight is 1/3 the stroke of the primary, projectile (figure 1).

The specific environment in which the launcher must operate, coupled with

the purpose of the launcher (w'hich is to accelerate the primary projectile to

a specific muzzle velocity), dictates! tf"e design criteria of this version of

-he Davis Gun. One specific design -er-direnent, dictated by the t_.nixironment,

Sis a maxJmMn value of pressure at thi muzzle from whi ch the cuunterweight exits.

in the present system, the maxIrrIuM value of m,-zzle pressure, caused by the

propelling gases behind the counterweight at the muzzle, is the design muzzle

:re sure limit o 25..... psi.** 'l1le purop-st- of this sttudV is to devise a mea.11s ')f

*D~aVI p J.itz ElLt ý11- r- l p ',)

' *',xr -rlmenta ! data ,cuepd ren' r i .* , ti r Aero-ý:pace Corporýi _i<n, F;Ooenr ) (

-fill 268, uid 'Vi r ndJ A Nt-W Mex
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reducing 'his maximumn muzrtie pressure without reduc-ing the muzzlt velocity of

the primary projectile, which is 370 ft/sec. TtIe proposed solution to the

problem -nsints of designing a new counterweight which allows some of the

propelling gas to escape through the weight as it Is accelerated down the tube.

Tho solution of the problem is presented in the following form: first, a

theoretical analysis of thermodynee.ic principles is made to show that if con-

st:ant area ducts, opened ct each ent, are inserted into the counterweight, the

gas flA, through this coiniterweight reduces the maximum pressure at the muzzle;

second, an experimental test series consisting of a number of lati- her firings

is made, employing the ntewyly designed counterweight to verify the theoretical

work.

2. DAVIS LAUNCHER SPECIFICATIONS

The launch tube consists of a 90-inch-long main barrel and three end exten-

sions (10-inch, 20-inch, and 7-inch). The inside diameter is 2 inches through-

out, with a 1-inch wall thickness for the main barrel. and a 1/2--inch wall.

thickness for the end extensions. The main barrel and extensions are flanged

at each end. A circular tongue-and-groove arrangement on the mating surfaces

of the barrel and extensions ensures proper bore alignment and sealing (figure
2).

One cartridge assembly is screwed into the Irunch tube, perpendicular to

the bore circumference, 34 inches from the closest muzzle. The outer covering

of this cartridge assembly is a steel pipe, 1-inch inside diameter and 3 inches

long. An Air Force ARD-446 bomb rack cartridge casing with igniter is placed

in the cartridge assembly. The inside diameter of the steel pipe is machinei

so that the cartridge is always seated in the same position. A firing pin

assembly is screwed doun on the ARD-446 cartridge, the firing pin contacting

the cartridge igniter. The cartridge is filled with the proper weight of

propellant for a specific muzzle velocity, and is sealed with a plastic dis:

(igure 3).

the present cotmtcrnŽ4ght is solid steel, center-drilled and threaded to

accept a 1/2-1nch diameter alumninum rod and female clevis attachment. ThIs

entire counterweight assembly wtighs 12 pounds. The primary project i lp is

solid stain!ess steel, center-drilled and threaded to accept arn aluminum rod

and male clevis attachment. This clevis is mated in the tube and both prr,.jec-

tiles are connected iy a shear pin. This pin is designed to shear when the

"ij
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pressure in the chamber reaches 500 psi. Both projectiles then accelerate in

opposite directions.

A steel detent (acceleration stop), bolted to the tube extends between the

male and female portions of the clevis to keep the projectiles from moving

before firing. This acceleration stop in no way interferes with projectile

separation (figure 4).

3
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VA =A.~ III1 Ii~I- V8
MASSA MASS 8

VELOCITYA = VELOCITY 8

DAVIS GUN
FIGURE I A

1/3 MASSB-MASSA

VELOCITYBýy173 VELOCITYA

MODIFIED DAVIS GUN

FIGURE 18

Figure 1. Davis and Mod!fieu r••i•, kio
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ELECTRICAL
CONNECTION

INSULATION
FIRING PLUG -FIBER WASHER

FIRING BOLT FIRING PIN

CARTRIDGE CASE

446 CARTRIDGE

- M-5 PROPELLANT

Figure 3, Cartridge Assemnbly
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SECTION II

THEORY

The proposed Davis Gun System with a counterweight containing constant area

ducts resembles a recoilless rifle with the recoilless rifle nozzle analogous to

the counterweight. In the basic interior ballistic theory of recoilless rifles

developed by J. Corner and ised by the United States Army in design of recoil-

less rifles (Ref. 1), it is assumed that the gas resulting from burning propel-

lant originates in a large reservoir. This means that the conditions in the

reservoir do not change appreciably in the time required for an element of gas

to pass through the nozzle. The flow then is said to be quasi-steady; that is,

it is assumed that the equations for steady flow apply at each instant of time

and may be applied to the nonsteady flow in the recoilless rifle. Corner also

assumes one-dimensional flow along the longitudinal axis of the nozzle. This

means that the condition of the gas is a function only of this one coordinate,

and is uniform across each normal cross section. Another assumption considered

by Corner is adiabatic gas flow because of the short time from propellant

ignition to projectile muzzle exit. The above assumptions are considered

valid in the theoretical analysis of the Davis Gun System.

The energy equation for the ideal situation of adiabatic, one-dimensional,

steady flow of a perfect gas is

h - h + V2 /2g cJ (1)|o c

The continuity equation for constant area ducts is

i •/A p pV - constant - G (2)

Equation (2) is solved for V. This expression for V is substituted into equa-

tion (1), the result is

ho h 4 G2!gcJP2

8'
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Since the cross sectional area of the ducts through the counterweight is

small enough so that frictional effects cannot be neglected, the gas flow

through the ducts is irreversible. From this fact, the Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics gives

dS > 6Q/T (Irreversible)

Q r 0 (Adiabatic)

dS > 0

The equation of state of the gas can be written in the form

h - h(s,p)

s - s(P,p)

By taking the energy equation and the continuity equation, and the equation

of state, adiabatic, one-dimensional, steady flow of an ideal gas through con-

stant area ducts with friction is represented by a loci of states on an enthalpy-

entropy diagram.

S--h- N---- PI'z--CISTTANT

S-- P2 :CONSTANT

- I W-M-.
P3 CONSTANT

This loci of states is called a Fanno Line. From the equations above and basic

thermodynamic definitions, such as Mach number, friction factor, ratios of

important properties can be developed through algebraic manipulations and

differentiation (Ref. 2). These ratios consist of P/P , V/V T/T . p/p

/P 0 F/F , as a function of the Mach number and the particular gas, where

the * values occur at Mazh 1. From these ratios, the top portion of the fanno

Line represents M < 1; the bottom portion shows M > 1. Beth subsonic and

supersonic flows have M - I as a limit. These ratios are solved for values of

k and M, and placed in tables, such as the Fanno Line Tables in Keenan and Kaye,

Gas Tables (Ref. 3). in the computer program analy•s~, values from these tahles

are used for 1 1.2.

9
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In this particular Davis Gun System, where the combustion chamber is a

reservoir (chamber pressure and temperature at stagnation), the gas entering

che duct in the counterweight is subsonic. Thus the subsonic portion of the

Fanno Line explains what happens to the gas as it flows down the duct; the

pressure decreases as the Mach number increases. The Mach number of the gas

at duct exit is controlled by tVe pressure just after the exit of the duct.

If the duct entrance in the counterweight is assumed a frictionless converging

nozzle, the following reference system is constructed:

P ode'o do
I g

0 DISTANCE ALONG DUCT

If PO P., there is no flow chroagh the duct. As PB decreases, the flow

rate and the pressure drops in the nozzle increase until the maximum pressure

drop and flow rate occur, when M = 1. Fu:'ther reductions in PB cannot produce

further increases in flow rate, because ME cannot become greater than 1. Thus

the flow pattern within the duct for condition d is identical with that for

condition c, and the flow is choked (Ref. 4).

In the analysis of Farno Line Flow, a friction number, 4f L max/D, is

developed corresponding to each Mach ntonber, where

f = friction coefficient

D - dJameter of the duct

L m required length for the flow in the duct to reach M = 1

By knowing the friction number of th -' duct and ME 1 at duct exit, the con-
E

ditions P, duct exit are found by referring to the Fanno Line Tables, if the

entrance conditions are known.

In the present Davis Gun System, the pressure in the #h.aiber reachies aI

maxImtWn of 90 ps fo a primary ctil muzzle vel o ci ty of 1370 ftisec il

3 m.il isi conds, 1/1O the total time from prto pt laii t lgoItfon to project Il., exit.

'pi
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Thus, while the chamber pressure is 1900 psi, P is approximatelya
B pbient.

From the Fanno Tables, a possible ratio of P0/PB for ME - 1 is 10. P would

have to increase to 200 psi before the flow becomes unchoked. Sometime during

* the counterweight travel, P 0 decreases enough, and PB increases enough for

ME < I, but for the computer analysis choked flow is assumed.

Because the muzzle pressure must never exceed 250 psi at anytime during the

launching, there is not only interest in the pressure behind the counterweight,

but also in front of the counterweight. A. R. Shouman and J. L. Massey (Ref. 4)

developed compressible-gas equations, and verified these equations experimentally,

assuming one-dimensional, adiabatic flow for abrupt area changes. These equa-

tions are applied to the gas flowing from the counterweight ducts to the bore

area in front of the counterweight. If the reference sysLem belo.. is vsed,

F LOW i

PI is known, and M1  1 1; therefore, M2 can be found from the following quad-

ratic equation:

2 1 - 2KC 2 + [I1 - 2(K + 1) C2]31 2

2 2K 2 C2 
- K + I

where

M~ [+(~iM~]1/2iMI 1 + M2
2 P B A2

1 + KM + - - I

Once M2 is known, P 2 can be determined from the following equation:

111

2 A1 141 [1 + M
2- 1

P1  A2M2 'I + _ '
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As stated in the conclusions of Shouman and Massey's paper, the average

pressure at the base of the abrupt area change cannot be determined analytically.

It is assumed in this particulzar case that PB is approximately equal to P 2 ,

because of the large area ratio, A2 /A1.

1. COMPUTER PROGRAM

The following is a reterence system of symbols for the computer program.

4 Y X

TO A2
\~PSPI

Al

Constants:

AY Base area of primary projectile 3.14 in 2

AD Cross section area of one duct 0.000045 ft 2

MY Mass of primary projectile 0.124 slug

MiX Mass of counterweight 0.372 slug

K Ratio of specific heats 1.221

T Time interval 0.001 sec

VOL Initial chamber volumne 15.7 in 3

R Propellant g•s constant 1932 ft-lbf/slug R 1

Input Variables:

PC Maximum chamber pressure ibf/in 2

PO Chamber pressure lbf/in 2

AX Base area of counterweight in2

E PO/P1 for c~hoked flow

D Number of ducts

MASS Initial mass of propellant gas slug

C: P3/P 1

TC Maximrnim chamber temperature R

TO Chamber temperature R

AC A2/AI

~1'2

,.!••ii:I
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Cal culatt d Values

YA Acceleration of primary projectile ft/sec2

YD Distance traveled by primary projectile ft

YV Velocity of' primary projectile ft/sec

XA Acceleration of counterweight ft/sec 2

XD Distance traveled by counten;eight ft

XV Velocity of counterweight ft/sec

DMASS Mass of gas exiting ducts slug

MACH2 Mach number of gas iLi front of the counterweight

P2 Pressure of gas in front of the counterweight lbf/in 2

The computer program begins with an assumed moximum chamber pressure, PC,

and ambient pressure, PB, in front of the projectile, it is assumed ti'at the

chamber pressure is constant over a millisecond, so that both the primary

projectile and counterweight undergo a constant acceleration. Velocity and

distance traveled are calculated over the time interval.

YA - (AY x PO)/MY

YD = .5 x YA x + YV x T + YD
YV -= (YA x T) + YV

XA = (AX x (PO - PB))/MX

XD = .5 XA x T2 + XV x T + XD

XV - (XA x T) + XV

With the total distance traveled by both projectiles known, a new volzme

between the projectiles can be calculated.

VOL = 12 x (XD + YD) x AY + VOL

Starting with the continuity equation, the following rearrangements are

made:

m.pVA P VA PEVA M P i + 1:1,- M?

T vR9T 40T 2

If choked flow is assumed, the continuity equation is

I- K-. FP1 x AD x T x D
DM ASS R 1

vJ'o

ti 3
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The fclwlng relationship is known

P0
P1 =

E

and substituting it into the DMASS equation, the coritin-ity equation becomes

IRK_ 'ý K-1 PO x AD x T x D)
DMASS = ~ I+ 2P0 x L2TL:7

Assuming the reiationship between TO and PO is isentcopic in the chamber, the

following equation results:

K-I

DMS F1+ 2l AD x T x D x PC (O

,ss = 4 +2E x

where TC is the initial temperature in the chamber.

The last DMASS equation calculates the mass of gas escaping through the

ducts over the time interval. With both the new chamber volume, and the mass

of the gas remaining in the chamber calculated, and the isentropic telationship

between TO and PO, a new PO is calculated for the next time interval by the

fcllowing equation:

R A MASS x TCKP- [12 VOL x PcKr1/I (1)

Using the equations developed by Shouman and Hassey, and assmning

PB/Pl - 0.75, the Mach number of the gas in front of the projectile, MACH2, and

pressure, P2, can be ialculated for the interval. A new time linterval then

begins, assuming the tew PO calculated in equation (1).

2. COMPUTER ANALYSIS

In reviewing the input variables of the computer program, soume input

variables are not independent, but depend on another input variable, Actually,

three Input vatlables exi.,t. With Ci = PB/Pl - 0.75, and the same mass of

propellant, MASS - 0.000684 slug, to be useo for the ltla1i uiialysis, enly

the maximum chamber pressure, P0, the number of ducts, D, and tne ratio,

14
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E - POiPI, 4.re variahles. If PC is assumed, TC is known. If D is assumed,

AX and AC A2/Al. are fixed. E is a function of 4f L /D of the duct, the
max

true variable is f, which is a function of the material from which the duct is

made. Th. init I analysis shows the basic relation among these three variables.

Since in the preeent system a maximum chamber pressure of 1900 psi produces

the primary projectile velocitv of 370 ft/sec and the maximum muzzle pressure

of 250 psi, 1900 psi is assumed as the maximum chamber pressure. F - 5.25,

which corresponds to f - 0.02, is assumed, and the number of ducts is varied..

In the second series, ) - 3 is assumed, and f is varied. The results of these

romputer runs are shown in figurea 5 and 6.

From this initial investigation, the following obrervations are made:

a. The maximum chamber pressure must be increased to obtain a primary

projectile muzzle velocity of 370 ft/sec.

b. The maximum pressure in front of the counterweight decreases as the

friction coefficient increases and as the number of ducts decreases.

c. In the present system, the projectiles exit in approximately 30 milli-

seconds from propellant ignition, and it takes the primary projectile 16 milli-

seconds to reach' the maximum velocity in this new system, according to the

computer. If this is the case, there is no pressure behind the counterweight

at muzzle exit.

From the initial computer Investigation, it becomes apparent that a maximum

chamber pressure must be found that causes a mwzzle velocity of 370 ft/sec.

In the second investigation, D - 6, E - 5.25, rid PO is increased until the

primary projectile muzzle velocity iv greater uan 370 ft/sec.

Maximum chamber Primary muzzle
pressure velocity

-- __(psi) (ft/sec)

2200 315

2600 359

2800 382

The question now becomes--What is the rmaximunu pressure ir front of the

counterweight when the chamber pre ýure is 2800 psi? From taý initial computer

investigation, the maximum pressure in front of 'the •ounterweight deceasses

as the numbei of ducts decreases; therefore, o'ny two ducts are used in the

S 115
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following computer analysis. The coefficient of friction is varied to discover

the particular coefilcients which keep the maximum pressure in front: of the

counterweight below 250 psi. This computer analysis is presented in figures 7

and 8.

It appears that the coefficient of friction must be greater than 0.07 for

the maximum pressure in front of the counterweight to be less than 250 psi.

In s~mmary, a counterweight with two ducts, and at least a friction coeffi.-

cient of 0.07 (E - 8.75), should r'educe the m!axi-imI , r:eer•ure below 250

psi, when enough propellant is added to obtain a saximum chamber pressure of

2800 psi. This should accelerate the primary projectile to at least a muzzle

velocity of 370 ft/sec.

16
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Figure 5. Fffect of Duct Variation on Muzzle Pressure
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SECTION III

EXPERIMENTATION

The purpose of the experimentation is to actually solve the problem of

maximum muzzle pressure by using the theory and the computer analysis as guide-

lines.

1. TEST FACILITY AND INSTRUMENTATION

The test firings for the study were performed in an Air Force explosive-

test facility at Kirtland Air Force Base, New Mexico. In the facility, the

launch tube is suspended approximately 3 feet above the floor by two chains

from a support structure (figure 9). When fired from the lauincher, the pro-

jectiles slan. into catchers approximately 8 feet from the muzzles. These

catchers are old bomb nose-sections strapped to d trailer and weighted with

sandbags. The catchers consist of aluminum honeycomb, and lead and steel

plates. This system enables the same set of projectiles tu be used throughout

the test series (figure 10).

The necessary data recorded for each firing consist of the primary projec-

tile muzzle velocity, and time hiistories of the chamber pressure and counter-

weight muzzle pressure. The primary projectile muzzle velocity is obtained

near the muzzle by recording the time it takes the projectile to travel 1 foot.

This is done by attaching to the eni1 flange a rigid plastic support which holds

two pieces fo chalk in the path of the projectile. The first piece of chalk

is placed 4 inches from the muzzle. The second piece is placed 1 foot from the

first. A stripe of current-carrying paint •-e applied lengthwise down and

across one base of each piece of chalk. 'While in the plastic support, each

piece of chalk is connected in a separate electrical circuit with a battery

and time counter. When the projectile breaks the second chalk piece, after

1 foot of travel, the voltage drop stops the counter, and the time for 1 foot

of projectile travel is recorded (figure 11).

The chamber pressure and counterweight muzzle pressure are sensed by piezo-

electric crystal transducers, and are transmitted to a recorder which traces a

pressure magnitude versus time graph. Both transducers are placed in the wall

of the launch tube with the muzzle transducer placed 4 inches from the muzzle
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(figures 12 and 13). Both transducer systems are calibrated by a hydro-

electric plump.

2. COUNTERWEIGHT DESIGN

The new counterweight is designed to obtain the largest value of 4f L /D
max

with the materials available, and within the practical limits of the launcher

and instrumentation. The total stroke of the counterweight is 34 inches, and

the p±acement of the muzzle pressure transducer is 30 inches from the beginning

of the stroke. The counterweight is 20 inches long, so that the pressure of

the escaping gas can be sensed by the muzzle transducer before the counterweight

passes the transducer (figure 14). After the test series, a graphical integra-

tion of the -hamber pressure versus time trace is performed to show the relative

position of the counterweight with respect to the transducer at the time when

the muzzle pressure is first recorded. The smallest inside diameter tubes

available are 3/32 inch with an outside diameter of 3/16 inch. The counter-

weight is constructed with 48 of these tubes as constant area ducts. This is

dore by machining two end caps to accept these tubes, and by covering the tubes

with a steel cylinder, 2 inches O.D. The steel cylinder that covers the tube

mates with the caps in such a way that the stainless steel tubes loosely fit

in the end caps so that on projectile impact the tubes will not buckle. The

rear end cap of the counterweight ia center drilled to accept the female clevis

attachment This entire assembly weighed 12 pounds alter lead had been added

between the tubes (figure 15).

3. ACTUAL TESTS

The first step in testing is to observe the effect of the number of ducts

on muzzle pressure and muzzle velocity, keeping the other parameters as they

are in the present system. The number of ducts is varied by placing 3/32-inch

shaft diameter rivits, l/4-in..h long, in the duct entrances. Tests at 48 ducts,

36 ducts, 24 ducts, 12 ducts, 6 ducts, and 3 ducts are performed. The results

are presented in figure 16, and in the following table form:

Maximum muzzle Maximum chamber
pressure pressure Muzzle velocity

Ducts . poJ (psi) (ft/sec')

48 Not measLrable 666 86

Not measurable 587 67

36 53 1066 149

24 110 1410 256
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Maximum muzzle Maximum chamber
pressure pressure Muzzle velocity

Duc ts (psi) _(psi) (ft/sec)

12 181 1546 294

6 205 1786 340

203 1760 341

3 229 1866 348

From these results, both the muzzle velocity and muzzle pressure increase as

the number of ducts decrease, but nowhere does the muzzle velocity equal 370

ft/sec.

To decrease Khe muzzle pressure, the effective diameter of the ducts must

be reduced. The reduction increases the Fanno friction number, 4f L max/D, and

hence, should reduce the muzzle pressure. The effective diameter reduction is

mechanically done by bending in half a 36-inch long, 1/8-inch diameter welding

rod, and placin, each end into a duct. The loop formed behind the counter-

weight by the bent welding rod catches the acceleration stop (detent). As the

counterweight moves down the tube away from the acceleration stop, the welding

rod is being pulled from the ducts. The rod is long enough, so that when the

counterweight reaches the muzzle pressure transducer, the welding rod is still

in the ducts. Two tests are perfcrmed with this new modification, one with

six ducts, three bent rods; the other with two ducts, one bent rod. These

results follow:

Maximum muzzle Maximum chamber
pressure pressure Muzzle velocity

Ducts (psi) (psi) (ft/sec)

6MOD 160 1760 346

2MOD 181 1786 357

In these tests a considerable drcp in muzzle pressure is realized, but with

the muzzle velocity and maximum chamber pressure remaining constant. It

t appears that the efficiency of propellant burning is not affected by the

difference of six to two ducts with the modification.

The final step in the solution is to raise the muzzle velocity to at least

370 ft/sec, and still maintain less than 250 psi muzzle pressure. To raise

the muzzle velocity, more propellant is added to the cartridge. With two ducts

modified, 11 grams are burned; with six ducts modified, 12 grams are burned.

The results follow:
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Propel- Maximum muzzle Maximum chamber
lant pressure pressure Muzzle velocity
in) Ducts (psi) (psi) (ft/sec)

11 2MOD 165 2266 380

154 2260 377

12 6MOD 20G --- 388

On the last test, the chamber pressure system did not record. By use of the

modified duct system and propellant addition, the muzzle pressure is decreased

without decreasing muzzle velocity.

An analysis of the information gathered during the tests and a comparison

with the computer analysis are made to decide if the results are consistent

before recommendations and conclusions are made about the system.

The muzzle and chamber pressure versus time traces are presented for the

test in which the modified counterweight with two ducts and 11 grams of propel-

lant are used. A graphical integration of the chamber pressure versus time

trace is performed to obtain the position of the counterweight when

a. The muzzle pressure is first measured,

b. The muzzle pressure is a maximum,

c. The transducer is covered by the projectile, and

d. The muzzle transducer begins to measure the pressure behind the

counterweight.

The mathematics of the graphical integration is in Appendix II; the results

are presented in figures 19 and 20 along with experimental pressure time traces

(figures 17 and 19).

In comparing the distance-time graph, and the muzzle and chamber pressure-

time trace, one observes

a. From the muzzle pressure-time trace, the maxi in muzzle pressure is

measured at 0.009 second after propellant ignition. From the distance-time

graph, while this maximum muzzle pressure is recorded, the counterweight has

moved 6 inches; therefore, the maximtm muzzle pressure is front of the

counterweight.

b. From the distance-time trace, the muzzle transducer is covered by the

counterweight from 0.013 second to 0,025 second. From the muzzle pressure-time

trace durinf this interval, the muzzle pressure remains almost constant.
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c. From the distance-time trace, the muzzle transducer begins to measure

the pressure behind the cotaiterweight at 0.025 se,'-od.• From the anuzzle pressure-

time trace, this Is about the time when the slope of the muzzle pressure curve

changes.

The second part of the investigation of the actu,-1 tests is a comparison

of the computer analysia with Lhe actual tests. In the first test series,

where the launcher was fired to observe the effect of the numsber of ducts on

muzzle pr.ýspure and velocity, no comparison is made because the tests aetuaily

measured the efficiency of burning of the propellant in different initial

volumes; the computer program did not coasider propellant burning. The differ-

ent initial volumes are caused by a different number of ducts. In the next

series of trsts, reducing the effective diameter of the duct incresied the

Fanno friction number, 4f L /D, and reduced the tuzzle pressure. This
max

principle is dictated by the theory developed in Section II.

In the next series of tests, adding propellant to obtain a higber velocity

produced the actual solution. With two ducts modified and 11 grams of propel-

lant, a maximum chamber pressure of 2200 psi produced a primary velozity

greater than 370 ft/sec and a muzzle pressure less than 250 psi. In the

computer analysis, the predicted solution would be a maximum chamber pressure

of 2800 psi, a muzzle pressure less than 250 psi, and a primary velocity

greater than 370 ft/sec, and a friction _:)efficient of 0.07. To explain why

this occurs, another computer series is made with the maximiun chamber pressure

of 22G0 psi and 11 grams of propellant. The resuIts of this computer analysis

and the actual results are compared on the same graphs (figures 21 and 22).

The computer program shows the sensitivity of the design variables in

relation with other variables and the system. The Computer program does not

predict exactly the actual primary projectile muzzle velccity, and pressure

curves. It can be conjectured that ont, reason for this discrepancy is the

ass umaption in the computer program that the flow through the duct is always

choked. In the choked conditions, M - I at duct exit and the maximum mass

flow throucgh the ducts occurs for the particular changing chamber conditions.

As it was mentioned in Section II, when the pressure in front of the counter-

weight increases enough, and the chamber pressure decreases enough, M < 1, an6

the mass flow is not maximum. At any. particular time when M < 1, the actual

chamber pressure is greater than predicted because less mass escapes from the

chamber than predicted by the computer.
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

it ran be cr• < that

a. Constant area ducts through the counterweight can reduce the maximum

pressure at the counterweight muzzle of the Davis Gun without reducing the

m-.izle velocity of the priogary projectile.

b. For a fi'ed duct length through the counterweight, the maximum pressure

at the courterweight muzzle can be reduced by decreasing the effective area of

the duct and increasing the friction in the duct.

It is recommended that more work be done in correlating the computer

program with experimental data. The computer program might te written to take

into account unchoked fiow.
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APPENDIX I

COMPUTER RUNS
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SJBLIJN0S9jP2)T4~
I FLmMK AS AH,

2 AY=3.4

5 MY=3.124
3 PO=??0.0

7 T=.001
8 YO=0.0

9 AX=3.I3
10 MX=.37?
11 PP.=l5.0
1? xv=0.0
13 xb=o.o
14 VOL=15.70
15 K=1.22
16 R=l932.0
17 F=5.25

18 0=2.0
19 AD=.0000448

21) MASS=.000752
* 21 Cl=.75

22 TO=2180.0
23 AC=229.0
24 N=0.0

* 25 ORITE(6,20)
26 20 F0RMAT(IHIv6H T14E ,2X,14H CHAMBER PRFS vX,I11H FX!T PPFS ,?2,I1IP

X BACK PRES 92X,16H FXPANSION PRFS ,2X,IIH4 MACH NIImREFR 92X9lOH PRU'4
X VEL )

27 1 N=N..001
28 IF(N.GTe .030) GO TO 100
29 YA= (AY*PO)/MY

30 YD=.5*YA*(T**2.0),YV*T+Yr)
31 YV=(YA*T).YV
3? XA=IAX*(PO-Pg))/MX
31 XD=.5*XA*(T**2*0),XV*T+Xt)
34 XV=XA*T+XV
35 VOL=(XO+YO)*(AY)*12.0+VflL
36 DMASS=((((K/R)*(1.0,t(K-1.0)/2.o)IR**.5)*U(D*AD*T*(PC**UK-1.0)/?.

XO*K)) )/(E*TO**.5) )*(Pfl**( ( 1O'K) /2.O*KR))
37 MASS=MASS-D'4ASS
38 PI=PO/E
39 Pr3=CL*PI

PO=(tI12.0*R*'4ASS*TO)/((VflL)*(PC**U(K-1.0)/K))))**K)

XO*t K**2 .0) *(C**2 .0 )-K+ 1.0) 3**. S

XACH2**2.0) 3) **.'j))
44 WRITE t6,2l)Nl,PO,P1,PB,P2,04ACH2,YV

46 GO TO 1
47 100 CALL EXIT
48 FNO

1ýENTRY 4
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: APPENDIX ii

GRAPHICAL INTEGRATION

,hj;r~h1 CAI •ra•:~ . of the chamber preneu're-time trace gives a velority-

time trace, and gi-aphical integiation of the velocity-time traco- gives the

dul.3nce-time trace desired.

Graphical integraticn of -he pressure-time trace:

7(t) A - d/dL (mYV)

dV - A/m P(t) dt

V - 4/m f PIt) dt

A/m - 3.14 x 32.2/i - 8.45

where

P(t) - the pressure as a function of time, psi

A - the base area of the counterweight, in2

m - the mass of the counterweight, slug

V - the velocity of the counterweight, ft/sec

t - time, scz

Time Pressure Velocity

0.OOC-0.003 0-2200 28

0.003-0.006 2200-1200 72

0.006-0.009 120u- 600 98

C.009-0.012 800- 300 112

0.012-0,030 300 0 135

Graphical integration of the veloci.y-time trace:

S -f V(t) dt

S the distance traveled by the counterveignlt.
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T Une VeI0c ty i)Jatance

(e c)2 ( ftl.ec)_ (In)

0. 000--,.003 0O-X 3 0,51

0. Or, 3-0.0i6 28-/72 2.31

0.006-0.009 '72--98 5.50

0.009-0.012 98-112 9.50

0. 012-0,0 30 112-. 135 36,50
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